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Handouts

®
Dysgraphia Solutions
for 2nd Grade and
Above!
First Strokes

1. Workshop slides – all
powerpoint slides are available
as a handout.
Options:

Jan McCleskey, MA, OTR

1. Save and open up to follow
along
2. Could print if you want.

February 12, 2021
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24 pages if printed double sided
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Handouts
2. Activity Handouts – you DO need to PRINT.

Activity handouts – FREE products
to support this workshop

We will use throughout the workshop!
Download
and save
to print
pages
from to
work with
your
students.

Page 1 and 2 – take off
packet, set to side

This will be page 1 of the
activity handouts
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Raise your hand if you work
with children who:

Disclosure
I own the copyright to all First Strokes
Handwriting Products and products from The
Fine Motor Store on TPT. There is no expected
financial compensation from this workshop –
the techniques in this workshop can be used
with the free downloads or can be
incorporated into techniques you can use with
YOUR programs. However, should a learner
purchase any product, distance learning
course in the future from The Handwriting Clinic
or The Fine Motor Store, there could be
compensation.
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Have:
• Incorrectly formed letters
• Poor visual memory of the letters
• A funky grasp or poor fine motor
• Letter or number reversals
• Poor placement within handwriting lines
• Poor spacing between letters and words
• Slow copying and composing
• Difficulty with written expression
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Great! Good you are here!

What is DYSGRAPHIA?
You have a handout with ALL slides rom this
workshop (6 slides per page).
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¨ Dysgraphia Symptoms - A mixture of

3 main types of Dysgraphia

upper/lower case letters, irregular
letter sizes and shapes, unfinished
letters, struggle to use writing as a
communications tool, odd writing
grip, decreased speed of writing and
copying, talks to self while writing,
and general illegibility
Learning Disabilities Assoc of America website
Wikipedia Website
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Fine

Motor
Motor
Dysgraphia

Visual
Motor

Spatial
Dysgraphia

Dyslexia
Dysgraphia

Disorder of Written Expression
storing and retrieving orthographic codes (letter forms)
and secondary effects

Deuel, Ruthmary K., M.D. Developmental Dysgraphia and Motor Skills Disorders.
Journal of Child Neurology, Vol. 10, Supp.1. January 1995, pp. S6-S8.
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= we will discuss
in this inservice

Visual Motor
Form
Constancy
Visual
Perceptual Skills

Fine Motor:
Grasp and Fine Motor Skills Instruction from pre-k –
1st
Remedial grasp activities/grip when needed (we
will discuss this in this workshop)
OT if there are underlying fine motor problems and
other diagnoses
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Pre-K/Kindergarten

Elementary

Difficulty learning symbols
Sizing, placement in lines
Spacing of Letters
Reversals
Mixture of Upper/Lower Case
Sequencing of Letters

Inconsistency of size of
letters
Spacing
Continued reversals
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= we will discuss
in this inservice
Visual Motor:
Solid and explicit handwriting instruction in K and 1st
Work on letter and number reversals

Pre-K/Kindergarten
• Poor working
memory of letters
and phonics

Remedial activities for 2nd grade and above for what
you CAN help in PRINT
Explicit cursive instruction (letter formation, sizing,
visual memory skills, and generalization skills to NB
paper, fill in the blank, speed)
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Elementary
Poor spelling
Poor grammar
Poor sentence construction
Poor organization of
paragraph
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¨ • If the student can:
– write the alphabet fluently from memory
– copy text legibly, BUT legibility decreases with
composition, this is likely NOT a graphomotor-based
issue (Fine or Visual Motor)

• • May be an issue with
– Executive Function: initiation of or attention to task
– Spelling (orthographic knowledge)
– Grammar and Sentence Structure knowledge

2018 TEA Dyslexia Handbook
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“dyslexic/disorder of written expression”:

Keyboarding only AFTER explicit instruction of
handwriting – keyboarding is IMPT to all kids but only in a
very few is it in lieu of handwriting.
Keyboarding does enrich skills for composing and is
important to all students. Assistive technology puts
students on their cognitive level, not their spelling or
handwriting level.
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So what is dysgraphia?

Definition and Characteristics of Dysgraphia (TEA
Dyslexia Handbook 2018 update)

It means that there could
be multiple factors, and
there could be multiple
answers for how to deal
with it.

¨ Dyslexia and dysgraphia are now recognized to be
distinct disorders that can exist concurrently or
separately. They have different brain mechanisms and
identifiable characteristics.

For me, that means more
assessment and more
components to look at

19
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¨ A review of recent evidence

¨ Dysgraphia is related to dyslexia as both are
language-based disorders. In dyslexia, the impairment
is with word-level skills (decoding, word identification,
spelling). Dysgraphia is a written language disorder in
serial production of strokes to form a handwritten letter.
This involves not only motor skills but also language
skills—finding, retrieving and producing letters, which
is a subword-level language skill. The impaired
handwriting may interfere with spelling and/or
composing, but individuals with only dysgraphia do
not have difficulty with reading (Berninger, Richards, &
Abbott, 2015).

indicates that dysgraphia is best
defined as a neurodevelopmental
disorder manifested by illegible
and/or inefficient handwriting due to
difficulty with letter formation.

¨
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¨ This difficulty is the result of deficits in

The characteristics of dysgraphia include the following:

graphomotor function (hand movements used
for writing) and/or storing and retrieving
orthographic codes (letter forms) (Berninger,
2015). Secondary consequences may include
problems with spelling and written expression.

¨ • Variably shaped and poorly formed letters
¨ • Excessive erasures and cross-outs
¨ • Poor spacing between letters and words
¨ • Letter and number reversals beyond early stages of
writing
¨ • Awkward, inconsistent pencil grip

¨ The difficulty is not solely due to lack of

¨ • Heavy pressure and hand fatigue
¨ • Slow writing and copying with legible or illegible
handwriting (Andrews & Lombardino, 2014)

instruction (BUT YOU HAVE TO PROVIDE
INSTRUCTION!) and is not associated with other
developmental or neurological conditions that
involve motor impairment.
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A quick look at pre-k through 1st
grade – how handwriting is taught.

Study at The Handwriting
Clinic
25 students at The Handwriting
Clinic – Summer 2011
Students going into K/1st
Pre: 11.54 letters were sequenced correctly at
pre-test on first day of camp
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Kindergarten Expectations
- handwriting is pushed too young
- handwriting is not emphasized
Poor sequencing/incorrect letter
formation appears to be a r e c e n t
p h e n o m e n a in the last decade or
two.
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How is handwriting taught to
preschoolers?
Often in an eclectic way!
Eclectic
adjective

1.selecting or choosing
from various sources.

HWT

W orkbook from
the store
Aa Bb

Internet
downloads

Upper case

Letter of the
week.
Aa

2.made up of what is
selected from different
sources.
3.not following any one
system, as of philosophy,
medicine, etc., but
selecting and using what
are considered the best
elements of all systems.
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Questions to think about?

Proficiency

¨ Handwriting might be taught but usually not heavily

¨

¨

¨

¨

emphasized – is there a structured program for
handwriting in your district?
Many students begin Kindergarten with habitually
sequenced letters (think of those that do bottom to
top). Are you seeing changes?
Some students have no idea how to write letters in
Kindergarten, and sequence letters with multistrokes
Visual memory skills – memory how to write 52 letters
is challenging. Are you testing to see if the students
can write all letters from memory?
Letter reversals – “normal”. You addressing this?
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¨ By mid year of kindergarten, students should

be able to write all upper and lower case letters
in print from MEMORY, not copying. No
reversals.
¨ Optimal proficiency – writing with all letters in
the correct sequence.
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Why is proficiency so
important?

How to get proficiency?

¨ Children can only do one cognitive

¨ Multi-sensory teaching and

task at a time. Handwriting needs to
be automatic and proficient in
order to think write, compose, think
of answers to questions and
functionally write.
¨ By the end of first grade, letter
formation is typically locked in and
habitual.
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emphasis of handwriting in younger
grades.
¨ Test to see if children have visual
memory
¨ Decrease number and letter
reversals so that children do not
have to stop and think “HOW do I
write this letter”.

32
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So, KINDERGARTEN

Explicit Instruction

The BEST thing your district can do, is
have a structured, explicit handwriting
program in Kindergarten.
This boy is
MORE ready
for
handwriting
in
Kindergarten
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¨ “Explicit instruction is explained and demonstrated by
the teacher one language and print concept at a
time, rather than left to discovery through incidental
encounters with information. Poor readers do not
learn that print represents speech simply from
exposure to books or print” (Moats & Dakin, 2008, p.
58). Explicit Instruction is “an approach that involves
direct instruction: The teacher demonstrates the task
and provides guided practice with immediate
corrective feedback before the student attempts the
task independently” (Mather & Wendling, 2012, p.
326).
2018 TEA Dyslexia Handbook
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K/1st:
Interventions for Older Students
(2nd grade and above)

¨ Explicit instruction
¨ Test for ability to write lower case

letters and upper case letters

¨ Test for patterning/sequencing. Do

not say – it is ok to write the letter in
any sequence.
2018 TEA Dyslexia Handbook
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My 1 year old puppy painting.
No opposable thumbs!
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My friend’s 36 month old boy coloring – opposable thumbs! He is already
starting to use the thumb, index and 3 rd fingers to hold a pencil.

38
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Predictable pattern – Grasp begins with a whole hand
grasp or extended fingers, pronated arm, and use of the
shoulder to initiate movement with a pencil.

Separation of the 2 sides of the hand – a child progresses from a whole
hand approach to fine motor tasks to using the thumb, index and long
finger for more skillful manipulation.
Ulnar stabilization

Radial manipulation
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19 month old baby
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Correct Tripod Grasp

1. Radial manipulation
2. Ulnar Stabilization
3. Finger Excursion

Manipulative
components are
accomplished by
the intrinsic muscles
of the hand, and
help with speed
and dexterity –

Benbow, (1990, 1992,
1995)
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Stop and Go Fingers
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How to Hold a Pencil:
.

Thumb is support
Dad is driving
Mom in front seat
Kids in the back

Mom cannot hold
the steering wheel!
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Application lab
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Purpose: To keep
space between the
thumb and index
finger.

Dino Space

Print out
strips. Color
or black
and white
version.

Tape to a
pencil.

Hold the
pencil but
don’t squeeze
the dinosaur!

You can use this file with your students! Save it on your computer!
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TIP GRIP PROTOCOL
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The Pencil Grip
www.thepencilgrip.com

What can you do?
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Student learning finger excursion:
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Reasons to Change
Grasp in the Older
Student
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Study of 120 typically developing students.
Unlike most grasp research, the
researchers used VIDEO to look at the
grasp patterns. They examined the
relationship between grasp and
handwriting legibility and speed.

Six categories of pencil grasp:

4

Mature grasp patterns

1

Alternating pattern of grasps

1

Immature pattern of grasp

Schwellnus, H., Camaham, H, Kushki, A,. Polataiko, H., Missiuna, C., Chau,
T. Effect of Pencil Grasp on the Speed and Legibility of Handwriting in
Children American Journal of Occupational Therapy, November/December
2012, Vol. 66, 718-726.c
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Mature grasp patterns *** If dynamic
1 “other”
category

Dynamic tripod

Lateral tripod

Immature pattern of grasp

The “other” category described the grasp
patterns as immature and consisted of a
combination of a four-fingered grasps and
an interdigital grasp
"interdigital" means
that the pencil is
braced between the
fingers.

Dynamic quadrupod
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Lateral quadrupod

68
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All 3 of the participants who had
grasp patterns in the ”other”
category had “dysgraphic” writing.

The students who fell in the category of
the four mature grasp patterns did not
influence handwriting speed or legibility

n = 117
n=3
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• All 3 students had poor legibility
scores, and 2 had writing speeds
below the average speed of the
entire group.

Pencil grip possibly does
matter when there are
grasp patterns that are
considered inefficient.

• The grasps were static. Letter
formation was achieved via wrist
movements.
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Fatigue or Pain

“Handwriting is guided Benbow
Grasp
Occludes by the visual system
Vision
until kinesthetic
handwriting develops”

73

Muscular tension
and fatigue

Ziviani

74
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Primitive level grasps

Pain
Biomechanical stress
that may result in
problems in the future

If a child is complaining of
pain, it warrants looking at
why.
Look at it from a joint
protection point of view.

Look for STATIC versus dynamic!
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Interventions for Older Students
(2nd grade and above)
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Letter Reversals

Full program

- Letter reversals
- Print legibility
- Cursive
Brain break FREE

79

https://www.teacherspayte
achers.com/Product/saleLetter-reversals-curriculumfor-handwriting-686402

https://www.teacherspayte
achers.com/Product/STOPLetter-Reversals-BrainBreak-for-the-Classroom1409899
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b and d poem: Sing to the tune of If Your Are Happy and You Know It Clap Your Hands. Every time the
instructor says “b” raise your “b” hand up. Every time the instructor says “d”, raise your “d” hand up.

Name: ________________________

Trace

bed

bed

Copy

C opyright 2017, 2019 Jan M cC leskey, M A O T R T he Fine M otor Store on w w w .T eachersPayT eachers.com
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Name: ________________________

Name: ________________________

b and d worksheet:

b and d worksheet:
Practice writing “b” and “d” in the handwriting lines

b

Draw “d” in the boxes below:

Draw “b” in the boxes below:

Copyright 2017, 2019 Jan M cCleskey, M A O TR The Fine M otor Store on w w w .TeachersPayTeachers.com

d
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Name: ________________________

b and d worksheet:

Put a circle around the letters that the word

Name: ____________________

Put a circle around the letters that the word

Write the correct letter for each word.

begins with:

b d b d d b
b d d b b d
begins with:

d d b d d b
b d d b d b
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__ o g

__ a l l

__ o a t

__ i r d

__ e a r

__ i n o

__ e e

__ e e r

__ u c k

__ a t

__ r e s s

__ u g

Copyright 2017, 2019 Jan M cCleskey, M A O TR The Fine M otor Store on w w w .TeachersPayTeachers.com
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Dice game 1: Instructor will cut out and glue the dice piece together. Student will roll the dice and then write either a ”b” or a “d”.

Dice game 2: Instructor will cut out and glue the dice piece together. Student will roll the dice and will follow the directions on the dice.

Variations of the dice
game:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

Student will write the

W rite le tte r b , 3 tim e s o n
p a p e r.

letter on handwriting
paper.
Student will write the
letters in the air.
Student will write a
word that begins with
the letter.
Student will write the

W rite le tte r d in th e a ir,
w h ile sta n d in g o n o n e fo o t.

W rite a w o rd th a t b e gin s
w ith b .

W rite le tte r d , 3 tim e s o n
p a p e r.

Sta n d u p a n d stre tch . T h e n
ro ll a ga in .

letter on a marker
board.
Student will write the
letter in shaving
cream.
D ra w a n a n im a l th a t b e gin s
w ith d . T h e n w rite th e
w o rd .

Copyright 2017, 2019 Jan M cCleskey, M A O TR The Fine M otor Store on w w w .TeachersPayTeachers.com
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Multi-sensory Strategies for “g” and “j”

L

g and j have a
fish hook
facing the
same way.

R

We read left to right. We write left to right.

Catch a fish with g and j
by tracing the top line
from left to right.
All the fish swim from
left to right.

Copyright 2017, 2019 Jan M cCleskey, M A O TR The Fine M otor Store on w w w .TeachersPayTeachers.com
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Name: ________________________

L
C o lo r g re e n

g and j reversal worksheet

W e read left to right.

W e write left to right.

Name: ________________________

j reversal worksheet

Trace the correct letters g and j. Cross out
the reversed g and j that cannot catch a fish.

R

Trace

C o lo r re d

Draw ”g” and “j” to help the children catch a fish with their fish hook.

≈
Copy

Circle all the correct letters.

Circle the fish that are swimming left to right.
L

R

≈

L

R
“g” and “j” have a fish hook facing the same way!
Copyright 2017, 2019 Jan M cCleskey, M A O TR The Fine M otor Store on w w w .TeachersPayTeachers.com
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j

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

Copyright 2017, 2019 Jan M cCleskey, M A O TR The Fine M otor Store on w w w .TeachersPayTeachers.com
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Name: ________________________

Name: ____________________

Write the correct letter for each word.

g and j worksheet:
Practice writing “g” and “j” in the handwriting lines

Copyright 2017, 2019 Jan M cCleskey, M A O TR The Fine M otor Store on w w w .TeachersPayTeachers.com

__ a r

__ o a t

__ eans

__ e t

__ a m

__rapes __ l u e

__ i r l

__ o

93

93

__ u m p

__acket

__ elly
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Dice game: Instructor will cut out and glue the dice piece together. Student will roll the dice and will follow the directions on the dice.

Multi-sensory Strategies for “e” and “z”

It’s
ez!

W rite le tte r j, th re e tim e s
o n p a p e r.

W rite le tte r g in th e a ir,
w h ile sta n d in g o n o n e fo o t.

W rite a w o rd th a t b e gin s

W rite le tte r j five tim e s a s
fa st a s a s p o ssib le w ith a

w ith j.

Sta n d u p a n d stre tch . T h e n
ro ll a ga in .

cra yo n .

W rite le tte r j, th re e tim e s
in th e a ir.
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Name: ________________________

L

Name: ________________________

R

Billy the seal is
very sleepy.
It is “easy” to
make sleepy
line e and z.

L

Copyright 2017, 2019 Jan McCleskey, MA OTR The Fine Motor Store on www.TeachersPayTeachers.com

R

Trace the “sleepy lines” from left to right..

Trace letters e and z. The first stroke is tracing left to right. As you write the letters say,
“sleepy line e, sleepy line z”.

97
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L

R

L

R

L

R
98

98
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Name: ________________________

Name: ________________________

e and z worksheet:
Practice writing “e” and “z” in the handwriting lines

L

R

e

Trace and copy letters e and z. The first stroke is tracing left to right. As you write the
letters say, “sleepy line e, sleepy line z”.

z
99
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Name: ________________________

e and z reversal worksheet

Multi-sensory Strategies for “s”

Write e and z in the boxes.

Coiled Sea
Snake “s” starts like a “c”
but coils into an “s”.

Draw sleepy lines from left to right.

Circle all the correct letters.

z

Trace

z

z

z

z
z

Copy

z
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10
1
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Name: ________________________

Coiled “sea”
snake ”s” starts
like a “c” and
coils into an “s”.

Trace the circle stroke five
times in the correct sequence

Trace and copy c and s. While writing letter s, say “coiled sea snake s, starts like letter c but coils
into an s.

Trace letter “s” five times
with a crayon. As you
write “s” say, ”starts like a
c, coils into an s.

Copyright 2017, 2019 Jan McCleskey, MA OTR The Fine Motor Store on www.TeachersPayTeachers.com
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10
3
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Name: ________________________

Name: ________________________

Letter s worksheet

Trace the correct ”coiled sea snake s letters”.

s worksheet:

Write ”coiled sea snake s” in the handwriting lines.

Practice writing “s” in the handwriting lines

Trace ”coiled sea snake s”
5 times with a pencil.

Copyright 2017, 2019 Jan M cCleskey, M A O TR The Fine M otor Store on w w w .TeachersPayTeachers.com
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105

Circle all the correct letters.

s

s

s

s

s

s

s

s

s
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Name: ________________________

Multi-sensory Strategies for “p”

Letter p jumps
in the water
and then floats
his head on top.

Letter p ”jumps in the
water and then floats his
head on top”.

Trace letter p.

ppp
ppp
Copyright 2017, 2019 Jan McCleskey, MA OTR The Fine Motor Store on www.TeachersPayTeachers.com
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Name: ________________________

Name: ________________________

p worksheet:
Practice writing “p” in the handwriting lines

Letter p jumps in the water and then floats his head on top. Trace and copy letter p.
Trace

Copy

10
9

109
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Name: ________________________
Trace letter p. Letter p jumps into the water, then
floats his head on top.

Letter p worksheet

Multi-sensory Strategies for “ ”

Write letter p in the handwriting lines.

I just
remember that
“q” is always
kicking the
next letter!

I have a hard
time
remembering
which way “q”
faces.
Trace and copy the word pig.

pig

Circle all the correct letters.

p

p

p

p
p

p

p

p
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Name: ________________________________

Letter

worksheet

Name: ________________________

Help letter “q” kick “u” . Trace all the q’s, and finish the letters by having ”q” kick at letter “u”.

q worksheet:
Practice writing “q” in the handwriting lines

R

L
Help letter q learn to kick appropriately! Use a pencil to trace letter q and then kick the soccer ball.

113
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Name: ________________________
Trace letter q. Letter q is the meanest letter of
the alphabet. He is always kicking at letter u.

Trace letter q to help kick the ball into the goal.

114

Letter

worksheet

Write letter q in the handwriting lines.

Scribble
Sheet
Quiz

Circle all the correct letters.

Copyright 2017, 2019 Jan McCleskey, MA OTR The Fine Motor Store on www.TeachersPayTeachers.com
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Mini-version of training worksheets

Quiz and Scribble Sheet and Flashcards
Directions for Scribble Sheet
1. Tape the cue card to the top of cardstock. Fold down. Scribble the cardstock heavily with crayon.

2. Call out the flashcards and students will write the letters/words as fast and large as possible. If a student reverses a
letter, the student will write the letter three times. Purpose is to get the student to have visual memory of the frequently
reversed letters, and to work motorically on patterning the letters and words without reversals. The student will develop
fluency with practice. Many students know how to not reverse letters. Yet when writing words, they are in habitual motor
habits to write the letters incorrectly. The scribble sheet is one of the most important reversal techniques to use with
students.
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PENCIL and DESK TOPPER
b d gj ez s

b d gj ez s

b d gj ez s

b d gj ez s

b d gj ez s

b d gj ez s

b d gj ez s

b d gj ez s

b d gj ez s

(Tape onto the top of student’s pencils. Picture side points down for right handers and is on the top for left
handers).

Below is a desk topper you can laminate and put on your students desk or folders.

b

d

g

j

e z

s

p

q

Copyright: Jan McCleskey, MA, OTR 2014 The Handwriting Clinic™/First Strokes Products®
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Flashcards to use with the scribble sheet:

Flashcards to use with the scribble sheet:

Which letter has a
pillow for a bear’s
head?

Which letter has a
pillow for a bear’s
head?

Card 1:

Card 1:

12
1

121

Card 1 answer:

12
2

122
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Flashcards to use with the scribble sheet:

Flashcards to use with the scribble sheet:

Which letter is at the
end of a bed, for a
bear’s stinky feet to
rest ahead?

Which letter is at the
end of a bed, for a
bear’s stinky feet to
rest ahead?

Card 2:

Card 2:

Card 2 answer:

12
3

123

12
4

124

Flashcards to use with the scribble sheet:

Flashcards to use with the scribble sheet:

Which letters have
an “easy” life?

Which letters have
an “easy” life?

L

Card 3:

Card 3:

Card 3 answer:

12
5

125

12
6

126

Flashcards to use with the scribble sheet:

Flashcards to use with the scribble sheet:

Which letter jumps in
the water but has his
head floating on top?

Card 4:

Which letter jumps in
the water but has his
head floating on top?

Card 4 answer:

Card 4:

12
7

127

R

Card 4 answer:

12
8

128
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Flashcards to use with the scribble sheet:

Flashcards to use with the scribble sheet:

Which letters go
fishing?

Which letters go
fishing?

Card 5:

Card 5:

Card 5 answer:

12
9

129

13
0

130

Flashcards to use with the scribble sheet:

Flashcards to use with the scribble sheet:

Which letter is the
meanest letter of the
alphabet?

Which letter is the
meanest letter of the
alphabet?

Card 6:

Card 6 answer:

Card 6:

Card 6 answer:

13
1

131

13
2

132

Flashcards to use with the scribble sheet:

Flashcards to use with the scribble sheet:

Which letter coils
around the bottom of
the “sea”?

Which letter coils
around the bottom of
the “sea”?

Card 7:

Card 7:

13
3

133

Card 7 answer:

13
4

134
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Flashcards to use with the scribble sheet:

Words that have
b and d:

Words that have
g and j:

bed bat dog bad dab ab
ad dad fad had bag gab
nab mud bud cub dub dud
sud dab cab cad tab tad
dib bib did bid hid rib
bar

jar
ajar
dojo
gal
lag

jam jet jab jade
jeer gad just jag
jeez mojo jury joke
good go bag leg
raj jeep

jet
jail
gem
fig

13
5

135

136

Number Rhymes

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
•

A hat, a spine and a big belly,
number 5 is full of jelly

There are two packets in this file. A teacher will decide which packet to use, depending on how students have been taught
to write number 5. There are two common ways to draw number 5, and the teacher will need to pick which packet to use.

Packet 1 is for students who
learned to sequence number 5 as a
“spine, a belly, and a tall top hat,
number 5 is really fat”.

•

One is fun
A line down and you are done

Around and back
On a railroad track

Packet 2 is for students who learned to
sequence number 5 as a “hat, a spine,
and a big belly, number 5 is full of jelly”.

Around the tree
And around the tree
That’s the way to make a three

If a teacher is working individually with a child – it may be preferable to assess how the student already makes a 5, and then
use the packet that might be best for the child. Even if a child reverses the number 5, a teacher should be able to determine
the best packet to used based on the motor planning the child has developed.

or

Use packet 1

or

Use packet 2

Down, Across (pick up your
pencil!)
and Down some more
That’s the way to make a four

A spine, a belly, a tall top hat
Number 5 is really fat!

Copyright 2014 Jan McCleskey, MA, OTR The Handwriting Clinic ™/First Strokes® Products

Make a C, then a small loop
Number 6 is quite a scoop

Across the top
Slide down from the heavens
That’s the way to make a 7

Make an S but do not wait
Go back up and close the gate
That’s the way to make an 8

A circle and THEN a line, make a
nine

138

137

137

138

Number Rhymes

Packet for students who learned to
sequence number 5 as a “spine, a belly,
and a tall top hat, number 5 is really fat”.

packet

One is fun
A line down and you are done

Make a C, then a small loop
Number 6 is quite a scoop

Around and back
On a railroad track

Across the top
Slide down from the heavens
That’s the way to make a 7

Around the tree
And around the tree
That’s the way to make a three

Make an S but do not wait
Go back up and close the gate
That’s the way to make an 8

Down, Across (pick up your
pencil!)
and Down some more
That’s the way to make a four

A circle and THEN a line, make a
nine

A spine, a belly, a tall top hat
Number 5 is really fat!
Copyright 2014, 2019 Jan McCleskey, MA OTR The Fine Motor Store on www.TeachersPayTeachers.com

139

139

Copyright 2014, 2019 Jan McCleskey, MA OTR The Fine Motor Store on www.TeachersPayTeachers.com

140

140
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Try it - handouts

7 is different! It
wants to be a small
number.

Trace and copy

Copyright 2014, 2019 Jan McCleskey, MA OTR The Fine Motor Store on www.TeachersPayTeachers.com

141

141

142

Name: ________________________

Try it!

Place in sheet protector. Use dry erase for repeated daily practice
Practice writing numbers one through nine from memory. Think of the starting
point on the box for each number!

Copyright 2014, 2019 Jan McCleskey, MA OTR The Fine Motor Store on www.TeachersPayTeachers.com

143

144

144

Try it – tap it out on your
activity handout!

LAB

Multi-sensory Games: (next slide is a video)
Number poster – trace with alphabet writer
Shaving cream in a box lid
Think of the box and write 1-10

Jump up and down on a trampoline and write
1 – 10
Put

145

on the wall as “password”
to come in the house or classroom.

146
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Numbers session – 6 year old/Pre-K
(same technique for older students)

Older Students Legibility

147

Let’s complete
your own
handwriting samples.

148

Write a – z in print.

See activity handout

149

150

Copy this sentence:

Write on NB paper
Numbers
sample:

The quick brown fox jumped
over the very lazy dog.

1 – 20 as fast as you can.

151

152
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Eye halve a spelling checker
It came with my pea sea
It plainly marcs four my revue
Miss steaks eye kin knot sea.

153

Timed sample:
Write on NB paper

Copy the paragraph on the
next page.

154

Timed
sample:
Write on NB
paper
Cursive a – z – connected together
Problems with
Legibility in Schools

What problems do you see
in older students?

155

Younger child

156

Older Child - Print

¨ Learn bad habits – 4 – 5 year olds do not

have “letter attack” skills

¨ When they copy letters – many get locked

into using incorrect letter formation – a bad
habit

157

¨ We do not usually go back over a handwriting

program on letter formation for print!
¨ Primary legibility problem is SIZING/SPACING

158
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What is EASY to change!

Older Child - Print

¨ Sizing/spacing

¨ Older children have a “need for

speed handwriting”

¨ Legibility

159

160

How would you describe what is wrong
with this handwriting?

PRINT LEGIBILITY IN
THE OLDER CHILD Techniques

161

162

School Smart Cursive
ruled paper available from
School Specialty
Catalog or from the
First Strokes Catalog.

Techniques are from the Print
Legibility program. Available as
site or building licenses from The
Fine Motor Store

You will probably
hear me call it “CR
paper”.

*** You HAVE the printable
paper, so if you want to create
your own activities, you will be
able to do most of the
techniques to work with your
students.

163

In the Print Legibility
workbook, it is
called “adaptive
notebook paper”.

164
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Primary goal of program:
•
•

Work on sizing
Transition from CR paper, to NB paper to fill in the blank lines

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/DISTANCELEARNING-Free-Adapted-Handwriting-and-Classroom-Paperfor-Elementary-5364188

165

166

Today, we are going to do the
techniques as a writing lab.

167

2 main techniques

1

Remediate Speed
Handwriting errors due
to a need for speed
handwriting

2

Remediate sizing

168

Handwriting Errors Which
Contribute to Illegibility of
Handwriting - PRINT

Step 1: Decrease
Handwriting “Speed”
Errors
169

These are pages from the workbook

170
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These are pages from the workbook

These are pages from the workbook

171

172

These are pages from the workbook

173

These are pages from the workbook

174

These are pages from the workbook

These are pages from the workbook

175

176
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Identify your OWN handwriting errors!
Handwriting errors:
Handwriting errors:
Number of each error: Number of each error:

Retracing Errors
Poor Closure
Hyper-closure
Teepees
Lakes
Touch-point Errors

177

178

Handwriting Errors Which
Contribute to Illegibility of
Handwriting - PRINT

Step 2: Improve
Consistency of Size of
Letter Formation

179

180

Technique

Which letters have an inconsistency of size?

“Tall letters
should touch
top line”
Body of letter
should be 1/3
space

“Sinking
letters” should
sink well
below the
writing line

181

Generalize this sizing skill
to all handwriting – even on
unlined paper.

182
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Teach the adapted notebook paper (CR
paper)

MEDIUM
MOTOR
PRACTICE

183

¨MEDIUM MOTOR PRACTICE

– teach all concepts
through medium motor
work in giant handwriting
lines.
¨SMALL MOTOR PRACTICE

184

How to set up paper for medium
motor work – use news print or legal
size paper

Kool-Aid Twist Multi-sensory Writing!

Use a blue
highlighter to
make giant
CR paper.
LOOKS LIKE
THIS!

185

Colorations Paint/Q-tip
(www.discountschoolsupply.com)

187

186

Sheet Protectors/Dry Erase

188
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Teach the adapted notebook paper (CR
paper)

Medium Motor Activities
Practice tall letters (l t h b k f d)
Practice sinking letters (g j p q y)
Practice letters that fit within the body of `the
bottom space (a c e i m n o r s u v w x z)

SMALL
MOTOR
PRACTICE

Practice letters e and s (letters that are the most
challenging to place within the bottom
space)
Practice the alphabet a – z (lower case) or A – Z
(upper case)

189

190

Small motor activities
on adaptive notebook paper!!!

You can get this paper for free

TRY IT!
On your
activity sheet.

191

192

This is from the Print
Legibility program.

Spaghetti and meatballs

TRY IT!

TRY IT!

193

194
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This is from the Print
Legibility program.

Check your handwriting:

TRY IT!
Tall letters touch the top line?
Sinking letters touch the dashed line
below?
All other letters 1/3 space?

Use 3 dashes between words

Approximately 3 --- between words?

195

196

This is from the Print
Legibility program.

Grade your handwriting!
You may not want to actually write on the grade sheet – so you can use with
students.

TRY IT!

197

198

At this point many
students are ready to
practice the adaptive
notebook paper (CR
paper) in their school
work, with supervision.

199

Timeline: This will vary with every student,
and the amount of practice that the student
is exposed to while using the adaptive
notebook paper. The age of the student may
also be an important factor. Sometimes,
younger students, such as second graders,
may need to use the adaptive notebook
paper for several months. A general rule,
would be to use the adaptive notebook
paper for a period of approximately 6 weeks.
In the meantime, the student can also begin
the next chapter of legibility concepts - to
general sizing skills to fill in the blank
worksheets.

200
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NEXT: Generalize sizing to “fill in the blank
worksheets”

TRY IT!
On your handout

p. 36 workbook

201

202

Fill in the Blank Worksheets –
Who was the first president of the United States?:

George Washington

TRY IT!
On your handout – write a sentence
about ONE of the animals

203

204

You can get this paper for free

Example of workbook
grade sheet. Other fill in
the blank practice sheets
in workbook. A teacher
or school therapist could
just practice with real
school work. I ask
students to bring in work
from
school.
p. 39/40
workbook

205

206
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Generalizing to regular NB
paper - The Paper Strip Test

Workbook has a note to
the teacher/parent that
you can use: Asking for
practice at school and
home with using a
highlighter for worksheet
visual cues.

p. 42 workbook

When paper strip is on top, letters that are too tall, show through.

207

208

209

210

NEXT: Generalize sizing to “fill in the blank
worksheets”

NEXT: Generalize sizing to Notebook Paper

MEDIUM
MOTOR
PRACTICE

211

212
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NEXT: Generalize sizing to Notebook Paper

SMALL
MOTOR
PRACTICE

Medium Motor –
notebook paper
generalization
.

213

What would you put in a time capsule:

214

You can get this paper for free

TRY IT!
On your handout

215

TRY IT!

216

You can get this paper for free

On your handout – write
2 flavors to invent a
lollipop flavor

217

218
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LAB

Write a sentence a bout this
picture:

Check your handwriting:
Tall letters touch the top line?
Sinking letters touch the dashed line
below?
All other letters 1/3 space?
Approximately 3 --- between words?

219

220

Students can practice sentences on ANY paper and grade.

221

222

Functional Fill in
the Blank
Generalization
Practice:

Functional Fill in
the Blank
Generalization
Practice:

Job
Application

223

Medical intake
form for a
puppy or kitten.

224
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WHAM CLASS:

At The Handwriting Clinic, we have
an 8 session class called WHAM class (Writing, Handwriting
and Math Legibility Class.

WHAM (Writing, Handwriting
and Math Legibility Class)
Handwriting Samples

Day 1: Teach Handwriting Speed Errors
Days 2 – 4: Work on medium motor
activities, small motor activities in
workbook, do fun projects to practice
the adaptive notebook paper.

Summer 2009
M – Th x 2 weeks.
1 hr/day
First Strokes One Hour to Legibility
Program
2nd graders – 5th graders

225

226

WHAM CLASS:
Day 5: Teach fill in the blank worksheet
legibility.

Days 6, 7, 8: Teach sizing on notebook
paper. Do workbook activities, and do
FUN projects!
Days 7, we also will work on math
legibility

227

Aug 3 – 16

228

BEFORE
Student R: age 11, 5th gr

Older Students WHAM class

229

230
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AFTER

231

AFTER

233

AFTER

235

BEFORE

Student Z: age 11,
6th gr

232

BEFORE

Student N: age 13,
8th gr

234

BEFORE

Student N: 7th gr

236
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AFTER

Aug 3 – 16

Aug 3 – 16

Younger
Students WHAM class
¨ Younger Students WHAM class

237

238

BEFORE

Student H: Age 7,
2nd gr

239

240

BEFORE

Student T: Age 9,
4th gr

241

AFTER

AFTER

242
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BEFORE

Student G: Age 9,
4th gr

243

AFTER

244

BEFORE

Student G: Age 9,
4th gr

245

AFTER

246

Terminology for the
Recognition of Common
Mistakes in Letter Formation
(cursive)

Cursive – First Strokes
Will do this as a LAB.

247

248
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Training file on on clinic
website

249

Retracing Errors - cursive

250

Retracing errors- cursive

Hyperclosure- cursive

251

252

Teepee errors - cursive

253

Lakes - cursive

254
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Big loops - cursive

255

256

Speed handwriting errors are integrated
into our workbook onto every page

257

Grade These Errors

258

n = lake

“t” = poor
closure

o = retracing error
p = lake
q = retracing error,
big loop at bottom
of letter

“a” and “t” =
hyperclosure

t = teepee
u = retracing error,
teepee

259

260
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Split second faster to make
errors!

Grade Your Handwriting Samples
¨ Teepees
¨ Lakes
¨ Retracing Errors
¨ Poor Closure
¨ Hyperclosure
¨ Big loops (top or bottom)
THEN UNDERLINE ANY SIZING ERRORS

261

262

First Strokes Cursive Program – see catalog

263

264

265

266
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Large motor:

Medium motor:

¨ Get correct, automatic, sequencing

IN THE AIR before ever doing writing
on paper!

Medium motor:
¨ Correct sequence
¨ Good touchpoints on writing lines
¨ No handwriting errors!

267

268

Small motor:

Adaptations that we make:

¨ Workbook

“Touchpoint” the
writing line

Generalization:

1

2

3

¨ CR Paper

½ smiles

¨ We can do this entire process in a 2

1

week intense camp 1 hour /day

269

3

270

Scribble Sheet

271

2

Cursive lab

272
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Kinesthetic Work for
Increasing Speed

Visual memory
Scribble sheet
Balloon game
Wall posters

a. Write a – z in
the air with
eyes closed
three times
b. Write a – z
giant sized,
on paper with
eyes closed
three times

273

274

Timed
sample:
Write on NB
paper
Cursive a – z – connected together
DYSGRAPHIA:
Putting it all together

275

276

Visual Motor:
Fine Motor:
Grasp and Fine Motor Skills Instruction from prek – 1st

Solid and explicit handwriting instruction in K and 1st
Work on letter and number reversals

Remedial grasp activities/grip when needed

Remedial activities for 2nd grade and above for what you
CAN help (Print Legibility Workbook)

OT if there are underlying fine motor problems
and other diagnoses

Explicit cursive instruction (letter formation, sizing, visual
memory skills, and generalization skills to NB paper, fill in
the blank, speed)

277

278
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“dyslexic/disorder of written expression”:
Keyboarding only AFTER explicit instruction of
handwriting – keyboarding is IMPT to all kids but only in a
very few is it in lieu of handwriting.
Keyboarding does enrich skills for composing, and is
important to all students. Assistive technology puts
students on their cognitive level, not their spelling or
handwriting level.

279
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